
Carn Mirror Installation Instructions

For more information on the installation of your product:    contact@tomraffield.com    +44 (0)1326 722725

Identify if there are any hidden pipes or electrical cables in the wall to avoid causing damage or risk 
of electrical shock during installation. Determine the fixing method appropriate to the wall structure 
(e.g. plaster board plugs). We would always recommend finding joists if possible. 

Using a spirit level to ensure the mirror hangs correctly, make two marks on the wall where the fixing 
screws will be installed (A). Use the        key to reference the distance between the screws for each of 
the different mirror sizes. Drill both holes and if needed, insert wall fixings suitable to wall structure.

Using a Pozidriv screwdriver, carefully screw the screws provided (or other suitable screws 
depending on wall type and fixing method) into the holes/fixings so they partially protrude by 
approximately 5-7mm (B).

Align the mirror so that the tear-drop hanging holes on the back plate locate onto the screw heads 
protruding from the wall. When you are sure the screw heads are in the holes, carefully slide the 
mirror down over the screw threads so they lock into the tear-drop hole slots (C). The wooden hoop  
should be completely flat against the wall and should not have any movement side to side. Using a 
suitable glass cleaner, wipe away any finger prints that may be on the glass from installation. 

*** The mirror must be picked up by the glass only. Handling the mirror by the wooden hoop will put strain 
on the fixing between the glass and hoop and could cause the mirror to fall and the join to break. We also 
recommend the Carn Mirror Large be installed by two people. 
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